
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a business insights. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for business insights

Working closely with the Finance, Technical Operations, and Commercial
business partners for the UK & Ireland to leverage all internal/external data
sources to provide a cohesive view of the current business performance and
future opportunities
Work with business and technology teams to propose solutions, provide
strategic direction, and prioritize on-going business intelligence demands
focused on reporting, insights, visualization, and analytics
Collaborate with internal business stakeholders, vendors, and industry
consultants to define information needs, develop business cases and
priorities
Leading a team who partner with local operating company (LOC)
stakeholders to develop and deliver business insights, leveraging sales force
excellence data/approaches, sales data, and market research, to drive growth
in the UK and Ireland Shire businesses
Working closely with International Commercial Operations to ensure that
internationally driven initiativies are leveraged and incorporated into the
business insights working protocols for the UK & Ireland
Analyze data and reports to identify trends/insights that will influence
business decisions
Work with the business to identify metrics to be tracked, including key
performance indicators, client segments
Assists business partners
Provides data driven business insights and delivers recommendations that
address opportunities for site improvements
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Qualifications for business insights

Great understanding of relational databases and previous experience working
with SAS, SQL, SAS, Cognos, MS Access including querying, reengineering,
and manipulating of data a must
Graduate or undergraduate degree in quantitative discipline such as
economics, business, statistics, computer science or engineering
Undergraduate degree in science, mathematics, engineering or any
quantitative major from a highly ranked school
Fluent Global communication skill, both verbal and written
Knowledge of retail automotive sales processes would be a plus
A first or upper second-class degree in biological/medical/or other science
discipline


